
water or grit. In fact, blade stripping may be said to 
occur generally from preventable causes. Small vibra
tions of very high frequency occasionally set up an ac

.tion in certain rows of responsive length that fatigue 
the blade material and cause the loss of blades without 
any fouling at all. 

••• • 

IMPROVED CUSHION SOLE FOR SHOES. 
Pictured in the accompanying engraving is an im

proved cushion sole for shoes which avoids the prin-
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cipal faults of cushion soles as heretofore made, 
namely, the wrinkling or puclcering of the sock lining 
along the edges, or the forming of tro'ublesome seams. 
At the same time all the 'valuable features of a 
cushion sole shoe are preserved. Dampness does not 
penetrate the sole, and the foot is kept perfectly dry, 
thus preventing colds, pneumonia, and kindred sick
nesses. The sole also yields to the various move
ments of the foot, giving a soft, comfortable tread, 
reducing friction, and thus effecting a saving ot: toe 
stoclcings, as the surface on which the foot rests is 
perfectly smooth, owing to the very ingenious process 
by which the cushion sole is made. The imp�tlved 
sole comprises a sock lining, consisting of an upper 
layer of duck and a lower layer of leather cut to 
the shape of a shoe sole and sewed along their 
edges. The duck layer is slit along the center line 
and the sock lining turned insidel out so that the 
leather' layer, D, is uppermost" anA the duck layer, 
E, laps under with the seams turned inside. A 
cushion sole, C, and an insole, B, with the usual 
lipped or channeled edge, are slipp-§d in between the 
layers D and E, as shown in the cross-section view. 
The welt and the upper are now sewed to the insole 
through the layer E, thus secilrirl!Cthe sock lining to 
the shoe. The lining, E, is raised to allow the stitches 
to be located in the channel at theiiisole. The channel 
flap is then trimmed in the usual ,way; cutting off the 
surplus portion of the lining, -'E,after which the out
sole, A, is secured to the welt. The Cummings Com
pany, of Worcester and Boston, Mass., owns the patent 
on the process of making the sole; 
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AN IMPROVED FORM OF TELEPHONE INSTRUMENT. 
A great fault of the telephone as commonly con

structed is the fact that one must hold the receiver to 
the ear with the hand, thus interfering with one's free
dom and hampering the taking of notes, jotting down 
memoranda, etc. Furthermore, if the conversation is 
long, or if there is any material delay in making con
nections, as in long-distance communication, it be-
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comes very tiresome to hold the receiver to the ear. 
In the accompanying engraving we illustrate a tele
phone instrument of improved construction, which aims 
to overcome these objectionable features. Both the 
transmitter and the receiver are combined in a single 
instrument, the receiver being provided with a horn 
that can be brought to operative position against the 
ear, in ,which position it will remain without being 
held by the hand. The act of raising the horn con
nects the instrument with the line circuit. Our en
graving shows a section through the upper part or 
head of the instrument. At A is a permanent com
posite magnet which carries a core B. On the latter is  
the coil C ,  which operates the receiving diaphragm. 
The receiving horn is secured to a shell in which the 
magnet is incased. A pair of contact fingers E are 
carried by the shell. When the horn is swung up to the 
receiving position the shell is turned, bringing the 
fingers into contact with the plate F, and thereby com
pleting the electrical circuit of the coil C. To prevent 
vibration of any sort from affecting the receiver, the 
entire shell which carries the magnet and diaphragm is 
inclosed in a casing of soft rubber G. This is particu
larly important in long-distance instruments, which 
are very delicately adjusted and are affected by the 
Slightest vibrations. The mouthpiece of the transmit
ter is shown at H, with the diaphragm at J, and the 
carbon microphone at K. The wires L lead to the 
ringer, which is not shown here, but may be attached 
directly to the instrument, if desired. The mouthpiece 
H may be turned to any angle to suit the convenience 
of the user. The principal advantage of the instrument 
will be found in the fact that it is not necessary to 
apply the ear directly to the receiving horn; for the 
latter, 'owing to its form, concentrates the sound 
waves, projecting them in a single direction. In call
ing up a number one need merely remain in the vicin
ity of the horn, and after the connection has been 
'made he may carry on a conversation over the tele
phone without holding his head at any set position, 
and with his hands perfectly free to handle papers or 
talce down notes. If the conversation is private, he 
may apply his ear directly to the horn. The outer end 
of the horn, it may be observed, is formed with a swiv
eled section, which will adjust itself closely against the 
ear. Owing to the use of a horn, that muffling of the 
sounds. which results when a receiver of the ordinary 
type is held tightly against the ear, is avoided. Mr. 
S. P. Levenberg, 4388 Park Avenue, New York city, 
is the inventor of this improved instrument. 

- I .... 

Brief Notes Concerning Patent ... 

The invention of a means for preventing the habit 
of snoring appears ingeniously handled in a recent 
device which consists of a flexible plate or mouthpiece 
adapted to be held between the lips and in contact 
with the teeth and gums when sleeping. The plate is 
provided with a check-valve adjusted to regulate the 
amount of air admitted to or expelled from the lungs 
through the mouth. The mouthpiece is elliptical. and 
conformable to the shape of the mouth, and is formed 
of rubber, canvas or cloth. The plate is furnished 
with a flap-valve, which normally closes an opening 
formed therein, the valve being adapted to prevent 
ingress of air into the lungs through the mouth and 
to permit a small quantity to be expelled through the 
opening in the act of exhaling. By the valve opening 
outwardly air is compelled' to enter through the nose 
passages, thereby preventing vibration of the uvula. 
If for any cause nose breathing is too difficult, the 
plate may be reversed, thereby admitting air, but an 
amount insufficient to cause vibration. The device if 
successful in obviating harsh nasal sounds, will be 
credited also with keeping the mouth from becoming 
dry and, parched, cleansing the nasal passages and 
maintaiiling pi'oper pu'rification of air and its correct 
temperature. Mouth breathing entails a loss of forty 
per cent of that warmth so highly essential to the 
lungs. 

.. 1. t .., 

CLOTHES-LINE SUPPORT. 
An improved clothes-line support has just been in

vented which is ,so arranged as to permit a person to' 
hang clothes without having to reach out of the win
dow. The device, which is conveniently attached to 
the window frame, is swung into the room while the 
clothes are being hung on or removed from the line, 
aftar which the support may be swung out of the win
dow, permitting the latter to be closed. The inven
tion comprises a bracket formed with bayonet slots, 
which engage screws in the window frame. It can 
thus be readily removed or appHed, as desired. Piv
oted on this llracket, at the center, is an arm which 
swings horizontally. The arm is preferably formed of 
two pieces, which are adjustably secured so that ,the 
device may be extended, as desired. A pulley is mount
ed at the outer end of the arm, and the clothes-line 
passes over this pulley, and extends out to another 
pulley on a post or other suitable support arranged in 
th'e yard. The clothes-line also passes over two pulleys 
journaled on plates, which are hinged to the main 
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braclcet. A rod cafl'ied� by the swinging arm bears 
against these plates, a�d serves to turn them on 
their hinges when the a>l(m is moved into or out of the 
room. In use the arm is first swung into the room, and 
the lower run of the clothes-line is removed from the 
lower pulley, as shown, in the drawing. The clothes 
are then strung on tfie line, and when the line is filled, 
the lower run is again slipped under its pulley. The 
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arm is now swung out of the window to the dotted po· 
sition illustrated. By having the pulleys arranged in 
triangular position, with the arm pivoted in the base 
of the triangle, it is evident that when the arm is 
swung outward, very little, if any, slacJe occurs in the 
clothes-line. The rod carried by the arm, by acting 
against the hinged plates, causes the upper and lower 
pulleys to follow the pull of the clothes-line, so that 
the latter is prevented from slipping off. Mr. P. J. 
Sloan, of 19 West 10th Street, Bayonne, N. J., is the 
inventor of this improved clothes-line support. 
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ADJUSTABLE WINDOW VENTILATOR. 
Pictured in the accompanying engraving is an im

proved window ventilator, which can be adjusted to 
window casings of different widths. The ventilator is 
a box-like structure, designed to project into a room 
from underneath the lower window sash. The frame 
of the ventilator consists of two end boards, as shown 
at A, and three rails which connect these boards at the 
corners. A strip of sheet metal m3.iled to the frame 
forms a curved front wall. . The rear side of the frame 
is covered with a wire screen, and the upper side is 
left open. Drain holes are drilled in the lower rail to 
permit escape of any water that may enter the ven
tilator. The ventilator is made adjustable to the win
dow by means of a slide B at each end. The slide con
sists of a plate of sheet metal provided with a wooden 
head piece which carries the pins C. The latter slide 
in holes drilled in the ends of the upper and lower rails. 
A spring clip D is fastened to the edge of the head 
piece, and is designed to hook over the inner edge of 
the jamb, as best shown in Figs. 1 and 3. The operation 
of inserting the ventilator in the window opening is 
quite clear. The sliding members are drawn out to the 
proper distance, and the ventilator inserted against the 
sash, with the clips engaging the jambs. Then the 
sash is drawn down until it meets the upper rail of the 
ventilator. This improved ventilator should be found 
valuable in all public places, such as schools, halls, of
fices, and the like, and also in private residences. A 
patent on this invention has been granted to Mr. John 
L. Meeks, 367 Tompkins Avenue, Brooklyn, New York. 
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